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Editor's letter
Welcome to VIEWTIES, a digital magazine written for the fans, the
talent, and the art lovers who loyally read every issue. Each month, we
select and organize features that will resonate with you and will inspire
your self-welling journey. We hope to facilitate the connection between
you and your favourite artists, find the beauty behind the lens and hope
that you will enjoy the experience as you read the pages of our magazine.
Remember this is a fast-read digital publication to celebrate art and
value the talent, to know the other side of the story, one artist at a time.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television, introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their work and dedication that brings a project /
character to life requires. As I always say, If I can take something from
my job, I believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia

Logan Macrae
Logan Macrae continues his transition from a successful career as a model to a
breakout star on-screen, breaking the stigma as he proves to have what it takes to
do this job well.
In this conversation, we chat about Sony’s highly anticipated film “Where the
Crawdads Sing,” based on the best-selling novel by Delia Owens, where he plays
Jodie Clark, Kya Clark’s brother, played by Daisy Edgar-Jones.
As we speak, Logan shows to be a very decisive man. He has a sense of strength
that allows him to keep going and achieve his goals. He also describes his
profession with passion and clearness, which made me realize how well he gets the
job and the beauty behind his portrayals.
With a bright future ahead, Logan has recently wrapped production on Amazon
Prime’s “The Burial” with Tommy Lee Jones and Jamie Foxx and is currently
being seen in Apple TV+’s crime thriller series “Black Bird” with Taron Egerton.

Photography. Tina Turnbow
Words. Vanesa Miraglia

V: You are experiencing such an exciting time in your
career right now, but before we chat about your
projects, I would like you to tell us about this transition
you’re making from a successful career as a model to a
breakout star on-screen. Was it by modelling that you
discovered a passion for acting, or was it something else
that introduced you to the job?
LOGAN: I found acting while I was modeling. With
the down time I had because of modeling, it allowed
me to start looking into other areas of interest. I
started taking commercial acting classes which lead
to more serious sensory/method acting classes.
When I first started, it was not something that I was
sure I would enjoy. After I took the sensory classes, I
continued into improv, followed by comedic improv,
and finally audition specific classes.
V: And once you knew you wanted to pursue acting, how
did you find the whole casting experience? Have you ever
felt typecast because of your background as a model?
LOGAN: I believe the modeling stigma is very hard
to shake once you start to pursue acting. Type
casting is the most obvious form but also just the
idea that “oh he's just another model that wants to
act.” Initially, it was difficult to even get auditions
and took a lot of individual work such as short films
to prove I had what it took.
V: How do you deal with rejection, expectations and
pressure that comes from this job?
LOGAN: Rejection is this job in a nutshell, you are
going to be told no almost every single time. I think
modeling helped me understand that and is probably one of the reasons I have stuck it out for so
long with acting.
I think expectations and pressure are very selfimposed. It is a form of control, and we all want to
feel in control of what we are doing in our lives.

The funny thing about acting and staying in the
moment is that you need to give yourself the
freedom to look dumb and not force something. I
have also learned that the feeling of nervousness
from pressure is very similar to an adrenaline
rush, so I try to convince myself it is more of an
excited feeling versus something to fear.
V: What is the piece of advice or a phrase that has been
important and helpful during this time in your career?
LOGAN: Slow down and enjoy the ride. I don’t
know if I have accomplished this necessarily, but it
does provide me little moments to just reset and
remember this is all supposed to be fun.
V: You’re playing Jodie Clark in Sony’s highly anticipated
film “Where the Crawdads Sing’’, how did you know
about the project and what made you want to audition
for this role?
LOGAN: In complete honesty, I did not know
much about the story other than knowing it was a
popular book. This was not a role that I sought out.
I have a great team around me that got me the
audition because they felt I was right for the part
and apparently, I was!
V: Are you and Jodie similar? What did you do to get
into his mind and approach his aspects so accurately? Did you need to do any extra research or was
it all in the script?
LOGAN: Jodie and I are very similar in the ways in
which we both approach life and hardships. I have
been fortunate in life that I have not had to experience hardships to the extent that Jodie did, but I
think our mindsets and grit are very similar when
we are faced with difficult circumstances. Thankfully a lot of what I needed to play Jodie was either
in the book or in the script.

V: What do you hope people take away from Jodie? Is
this what you learnt from him too?
LOGAN: I hope the audience see Jodie and realize
that people have to make difficult decisions in their
lives and those decisions are never as simple as they
may appear to others. Jodie has a very deep love for
his sister Kya and although some of his decisions
deeply hurt her, his love for her never changed.
8: What did you find challenging about the filming
process of Where the Crawdads Sing?
LOGAN: The most challenging parts of filming
Where the Crawdads Sing were probably the selfimposed pressures and stresses. This was by far the
biggest project I ever booked so when it came time to
shoot, I really had to wrestle with my initial anxieties.
V: You’re also playing Schultz in Apple TV+’s crime
thriller series “Black Bird'' with Taron Egerton, how did
you find the whole filming experience?
LOGAN: Filming Black Bird was such a great experience! The character I portrayed was someone
that never really grew up, but not in a good way. As
a person in the real world, it is not someone you
want to be but as an actor it's a total blast. The
character said whatever he wanted, yelled, and did
not have any manners. Also, to play across someone
like Taron Egerton was truly a lot of fun.
V: What’s coming up next for you?
LOGAN: I have a couple of projects in the works. I
also plan to just enjoy releases of Where the
Crawdads Sing and Black Bird and see where
things take me from there.

V: Before we wrap this interview, I'm curious to ask you
now that you're an experienced actor, how would you
describe your acting style?
LOGAN: I don't know if I have one specific style of
acting. The way I was trained was so non-traditional
that there is not a set style that I stick to when I am
working on scripts. I just try to find a way in which I
personally can connect to what I am reading.
V: This last question is a little bit personal to me, as
my nationality is Argentinian, I like to ask the people
I interview what they know about the country, you
know, its art and culture. This way we mix both
cultures and somehow feel we are unified by the arts.
So, have you ever seen or experienced any type of
art/culture from Argentina?
LOGAN: I am not sure if this falls under arts and
culture, but my short answer would be soccer. I grew
up playing soccer and when I think of world
powerhouses I think of Argentina. There is something very beautiful in the way that countries like
Argentina have such a strong passion for the sport
and it is something I never experienced in America in
relation to soccer. I am also a huge Messi fan; he is
such a talented player and has accomplished so much
especially for his size. I find him very inspiring.
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